The theory is proposed that the structure of the genetic code was determined by the sequence of evolutionary emergence of new amino acids within the primordial biochemical system.
The genetic code for protein molecules is a triplet code, consisting of the 64 triplets of the four bases adenine, guanine, cytosine and uracil (1, 2) . The cracking of the code was a monumental achievement, but it posed in turn what Monod (3) regards as one of the challenges of biology, namely the "riddle of the code's origin." Crick (4) has discussed two different theories which have been proposed regarding this origin. The Stereochemical Theory postulates that each amino acid became linked to its triplet codons on account of stereochemical reasons, whereas the Frozen Accident Theory postulates that the linkage arose purely by chance. Since neither theory has given a systematic solution to the riddle, the present purpose is to explore a third hypothesis, which postulates that:
The structure of the codon system is primarily an imprint of the prebiotic pathways of amino-acid formation, which remain recognizable in the enzymic pathways of amino-acid biosynthesis. Consequently the evolution of the genetic code can be elucidated on the basis of the precursor-product relationships between amino acids in their biosynthesis. The codon domains of most pairs of precursor-product amino acids should be contiguous, i.e., separated by only the minimum separation of a single base change.
This theory, which may be called a Co-evolution Theory, is readily tested. If many pairs of amino acids which bear a nearest (in terms of the number of enzymic steps) precursorproduct relationship to each other in a biosynthetic pathway fail to occupy contiguous codon domains, the theory would be untenable. The known precursor-product conversions between amino acids are (5- Although Ser and Cys can enter into the Met-biosynthetic pathway subsequent to the entry of Thr, neither Ser nor Cys is a straightforward precursor of Met. Ser is not the only possible contributor of a one-carbon group to -Met, and Cys is not the only possible contributor of sulfur (10) . a-Transaminations, because of their relative nonspecificity, are not regarded as useful criteria for the tracing of precursor-product relationships. Aside from the above precursor-product relationships, Glu, Asp, and Ala are known to be interconvertible via the tricarboxylate cycle, and Ala, Ser, and Gly via the metabolism of pyruvate, glycerate, and glyoxylate (6) .
Evolutionary map of the genetic code When the codons for various precursor-product amino acids (Table 1) are examined, many of the codon domains of product amino acids are found to be contiguous with those of their respective precursors. The only noncontiguities are those of the Glu-Pro, Glu-Arg, Asp-Thr, and Asp-Lys pairs. If the prebiotic derivations of Gln from Glu, and Asn from Asp, had not occurred at the earliest stages of codon distribution, CAA and CAG could be expected to form part of the early Glu codons, and AAU and AAC part of the early Asp codons.
This simple secondary postulate regarding the dicarboxylic amino acids and their amides suffices to remove all noncontiguities between precursors and products. It becomes possible to construct in Fig. 1 a map of the genetic code in which the codon domains of every precursor-product pair of amino acids (connected by single-headed arrows), as well as those of other interconvertible pairs (connected by doubleheaded arrows) are separated by only a single base change. This confirms the prediction by the Co-evolution Theory that codon distribution is closely related to amino-acid biosynthesis. Furthermore, since the theory suggests that the enzymic pathways of amino-acid biosynthesis largely stemmed from the prebiotic pathways of amino-acid formation, the pathways of this map are regarded as co-evolutionary pathways through which new amino acids were generated within the primordial system, and through which the triplet codons became distributed to finally the 20 amino acids.
Tests for randomness
The correlation between codon distribution and amino-acid biosynthesis indicated in Fig. 1 could arise not only from coevolution, but also in principle from chance. However, the unlikelihood of the latter explanation can be demonstrated in two different ways. First, consider the widespread contiguities between the codons of precursor and product amino acids. For any precursor codon triplets, there will be a other triplets in the genetic code which are contiguous with the group, and b other triplets which are noncontiguous. If a product of this amino acid has n codons, the random probability P that as many as x of these n codons turn out to be contiguous with some precursor codon is determined by the hypergeometric distribution:
The calculated values of P for eight precursor-product pairs are shown in Significance of co-evolution The Co-evolution Theory postulates that amongst the amino acids biosynthetic precursor-products correspond extensively The parameters a, b, n, x, and P are defined by Eq. 1.
to prebiotic precursor-products, and the structure of the genetic code was primarily shaped by the prebiotic evolution of amino acids. Therefore, it is a theory of prebiotic aminoacid evolution as much as a theory of the genetic code. Previously Nirenberg et al. (12) recognized the contiguities between the codons of some sibling amino acids synthesized from a common precursor, but did not explore any interpretation of their prebiotic significance. 
indicates that CAA and CAG were initially Glu codons. Later, as Gln evolved from Glu to join the amino-acid system, these two codons were conceded by Glu to Gln. Table 3 shows the similarity in the stem of this loop between some of the Escherichia coli tRNAs for pairs of biosynthetically related amino acids. These similarities are not strictly specific, e.g., the common stem sequence for tRNASer and the Asp and Asn, codons. The evolutionary map of Fig. 1 and tRNA Trp is also shared bv tRNAGIn (22) . However, Proc. Nat. Acad. Sci. USA 72 (1975) they are also by no means entirely nonspecific, e.g., the stem sequence of tRNATrP is the same as that of tRNASer but not the same as that of tRNA3Ser, the stem sequence of which is C-U-C-C-C...... G-G-G-A-G (23, 24) , thus correctly reflecting that tRNASer but not tRNA3Ser serves any codon that is contiguous to the Trp codon of UGG. Fragmentary as they are, the indicated similarities are consistent with the concept of codon concession by precursor to product, and suggest that at least the anticodon region of the tRNA molecule was possibly an early development, functioning as amino-acid adaptor in protein synthesis throughout the greater part of the co-evolutionary age.
Within this framework of co-evolution of amino acids and their codons, it is expected that additional factors would help to determine the exact allocation of some of the codons. It has been suggested that codon plurality for any amino acid, or codon contiguity between chemically similar amino acids, could minimize the damage due to excessive mutations or coding errors (25, 26). Accordingly, for example when Lys was first synthesized from Asp, different trial versions of the genetic code might have emerged with Lys occupying different domains contiguous to the Asp codons. Eventually the version that allocated AAA and AAG to Lys would be favored over the others if there were survival advantages to having the Lys domain adjacent to that of Arg. Once the code was established, the preservation of precursor-product and sibling contiguities within the code points to a lack of extensive subsequent changes; Crick (27) , and Hinegardner and Engelberg (28) have arrived at the same conclusion from a separate consideration of the drastic effects incurred by changes in the code.
As Jukes has suggested (29) , early evolutionary arrivals amongst the amino acids would have more opportunity to establish a plurality of codons than late arrivals. Met and Trp were possibly late arrivals which acquired only a single codon each. Even later arrivals, such as hydroxyproline and hydroxylysine residues, could enter into proteins only by way of post-translational modifications. However, since Glu and Asp, which by all other indications were amongst the earliest, are not recognized as early arrivals on the basis of codon plurality alone, earliness could not be the sole determinant of plurality. The Co-evolution Theory proposes that although the acquisition of codon plurality depended upon earliness of arrival, its retention depended upon evolutionary inertness. Thus, Leu and Arg each occupy as many as six coding triplets, but these amino acids never evolved further. In contrast, although Glu was one of the earliest arrivals, it was repeatedly transformed to yield new products. Accordingly, the Glu family occupies a total of sixteen triplets, but Glu itself is left with only two triplets. Likewise, the Asp family occupies 14 triplets, but Asp itself is left with only two. To acquire and retain a high plurality, like Leu and Arg, the amino acid had to be both early in arrival and inert in reactivity.
In conclusion, unanswered questions surrounding the genetic code remain numerous. Nevertheless, the Co-evolution Theory, by offering plausible explanations to many nonrandom characteristics of the code, suggests that the code's origin is by no means a riddle closed to systematic enquiry.
